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TABLE I.       LIST OF ABBRLVIATIOJC USEx)  IN THIS PAPEE 
AP Area pretectalls 
Cb Cerebellum 
DlV Decuscation of the  fourth nerve 
Fb Forebraln 
GCt Substantla grlsea centralls 
ICo Nucleus intercolllcularls 
Imc Nucleus isthml, pars ma®TOcellularl3 
ION Isthmo-optlc nucleus 
IOT Isthmo-optic  tract 
LLd Nucleus lennlscl  lateralIs, pars dorsalls 
(Groebbels) 
MLd Nucleus mesencephalicus lateralIs, pars 
dorsalls 
OC Optic chlasma 
OT Optic tectum 
PC Posterior conmlssure 
RxVM Radix mesencephalicu3 nervl trlgemlnl 
SPC Nucleus tractus septomesencephallci 
TC Tectal comnissure 
TIT Tecto-isthmal tract 
TSM Tractus septomesencephallcus 
ABSTRACT 
The present experiment was designed to further the under- 
standing of the centrifugal fibers to the avlan retina. The 
centrifugal fibers, In some birds at least, originate In the 
lsthmo-optic nucleus In the mldbrain, and appear to be the 
efferent limb of a local feedback loop to the retina. In thl3 
loop, each quadrant of the lsthmo-optic nucleus projects to the 
retinal quadrant from which it receives its relayed input through 
the optic tectum. The feedback nature of this centrifugal pathway 
suggests some form of regulation of information transmission; 
studies have indicated that the centrifugal fibers generally act 
to increase the sensitivity of the retina. 
The suggestion Is made here that the centrifugal fibers to 
the avlan retina have a role in visual guidance. Accuracy in 
pecking a stimulus key was examined in 13 pigeons both before and 
after lesions were attempted in either the lsthmo-optic tracts or 
the area Just dorsal to each tract. It was predicted that cen- 
trifugal fiber damage would result In a reduced degree of pecking 
accuracy. 
The results of the present experiment are difficult to 
interpret since lsthmo-optic tract damage was usually accompanied 
by damage to several additional structures. Thus, the effects 
reported below could be due in whole or In part to the additional 
damage. Also, ccnplete bilateral centrifugal fiber damage can 
definitely be established for only one bird. 
The analysis of peck3 made around the perimeter of the 
stimulus key shows that the difference for the 13 birds between 
the number of misplaced pecks, as well as the number of trials 
with misplaced pecks, made pre- and postoperatlvely Is positively 
correlated with total amount of centrifugal fiber damage. 
Further, birds with isthmo-optlc tract damage show a greater 
impairment with regard to number of trials with the misplaced 
pecks than do birds without tract damage. The analysis of peck3 
too short to activate the stimulus key considered together with 
those placed around the perimeter of the stimulus key yleld3 no 
significant result. No result involving groups 13 significant in 
the analysis of latencies to activation of the stimulus key. 
Central, or centrifugal, Influences have been shown to exist 
In each of the major sensory pathways to the vertebrate brain. 
The concept of centrifugal control means that information Is modi- 
fied as It travels toward the brain by the feedback which the 
brain Itself provides. Concerning the centrifugal irmervatlon of 
the vertebrate retina, there Is conclusive evidence for Its 
existence only in the bird (Ogden, 1968; Rodleck, 1973). In 3ome 
birds at least, fibers arising fron the lsthmo-optlc nucleus, 
located in the midbrain, terminate primarily on amacrine cells in 
the contralateral retina. The role that this centrifugal system 
plays in the visual perception of the bird has yet to be com- 
pletely established. The anatomical location of the isthmo-optlc 
nucleus, namely, at the posteromedial border of the optic tectum 
near such structures as the cerebellum and oculomotor nucleus, 
suggests a possible role in visual guidance (Craigie, 1928). The 
present experiment was designed to test this visual guidance 
hypothesis with the pigeon. Before describing this study, the 
structural and functional data related to the centrifugal system 
of the pigeon will be reviewed with particular emphasis on visual 
guidance. The historical development of evidence supporting the 
existence of centrifugal fibers to the avian retina precedes this 
review. 
Historical Perspective 
Centrifur^l flbere to the avlan retina were described as 
early as 1889. In Golgl preparations of the avlan retina, 
Cajal (IS89) observed axons which terminated In the retina but did 
not seem to originate there; he suggested that these fibers arose 
Prom cell bodies which lay centrally within the brain. Dogiel 
(1895) observed similar fibers in methylene-blue preparations of 
the avlan retina and traced them back Into the optic nerve head. 
The first experimental evidence for the central origin of these 
fibers was provided by Perlla (1889) who, some months after 
enucleating an eye of a newly hatched chick, observed that a 
distinct cell mass in the caudal mldbraln was totally atrophied, 
as was the related fiber tract; Cajal and Dogiel were apparently 
unaware of this experiment. Essentially the same observation has 
since been reported by several other investigators (Cowan, Adam- 
son, & Powell, 1961; Huber & Crosby, 1929; Jelgersma, I896; 
Kosaka & Hiraiwa, 1915). 
Further support for the hypothesis that that cell mass is the 
origin of the centrifugal fibers to the retina was provided by 
Wallenberg (1898) using the Marchl method of tracing fiber 
degeneration. Following lesions of the cell mass, he traced 
degeneration in the related fiber tract, across the optic chlasma, 
through the optic nerve,  and into the optic nerve layer of the 
retina. His observation has been repeated with the more refined 
silver degeneration techniques  (Cowan & Powell,  1962,  1963)■ 
Direct physlolorlcal confirmation of the hypothesis was pro- 
vided by Hoiden  (1966,  1968a).    He excited cells in the cell mas3 
afferently and used those orthodromlc spikes to block antldromlc 
spikes generated by stimulation of the related fiber tract. 
Perlla (1889) had referred to the atrophied cell rnas3 as the 
nucleus opticus medlalls.    Cralgie  (1928) called It the nucleus 
tractus lsthmo-optlcus, while Huber and Crosby  (1929)  used the 
terns nucleus lsthmo-optlcus and tractus lsthmo-optlcus In 
referring to the cell mass and related fiber tract,  respectively. 
The related terms isthmo-optic nucleus  (ION) and lsthmo-optic 
tract (IOT) are commonly used today and will be used here.    Except 
for those and other cannon terms  (i.e., decussatlon of the fourth 
nerve,  forebrain,  lateral genlculate nucleus, optic chlasma, optic 
nerve, optic tectum, optic tract, posterior conmlssure, tectal 
commissure, tecto-lsthmal tract), the terminology In this report 
follows that of Karten and Hodos (1967). 
The ION 
The brain of the pigeon contains two lsthmo-optlc nuclei, 
symmetrically situated about the anterior-posterior axis.    The ION 
Is located near the posteromedial border of the optic tectum, along 
the dorsal boundary of the mesencephalon.    The anteroposterior 
extent of the ION is approximately 0.50 run; mediolaterally the ION 
is about 1.00 mm, and dorsoventrally it is about 0.75 rnn (Karten 
& Hodos, 1967).    Figure la shows the ION, and the structures which 
FIGURE 1.  DRAWL'JCS SHOWING THE LOCATION Or  THE ION OR IOT AT 
VARIOUS ANTERIOR LEVELS OF THE PIGEON BRAIN 
Drawings were made from transverse sections 
Illustrated by Karten and Hodos (1967) In their 
stereotaxlc atlas; only the left side of the brain 
Is drawn here. The numerical value associated with 
each section represents the number of millimeters 
that point Is anterior to the zero coordinate. Zero 
In the atlas is a point located midway between the 
ears as the head tilts forward 45 . 
a. A 1.75 
b. A 2.25 
c. A 2.75 
d. A 3-25 
e. A 3.75 
f. A 4.25 
See list of abbreviations, Table I. 


border It, at a point where the ION  Is the wide3t both mcdioLater- 
ally and dorsr.vmtrally.     Just posterior to this point,   th*?  I Of I 
la border* \i do:*solaterally by  the nucleus isthnl,  pars ragnocel- 
lularis,  and dorscnedlally by  the  flber3 of the fourth nerve; 
the fourth nerve fibers also lie very close to the ION Ju3t 
anterior to the point shown In Figure la  (Karten 4 Hcdo3,  1967). 
The ION of the pigeon Is a highly convoluted lamina of 
cells arranged In two layers; a narrow    layer of dendrlte3 and 
axons separates the two layers of cell bodies  (McGlll,  Powell, 
& Cowan,  1966a).    The cells of the ION, of which there are 
approximately 8,000 to 10,000  (Cowan Jt Powell,  1963; Shortess 
& Klose, 1975), are typically flask-shaped, each with a single 
thick dendrlte directed toward the center of the ION.    The 
dendrlte usually divides into two main branches, each of which 
gives off several stubby terminals or claw-like branches on 
which the afferent fibers synapse (Cowan,  1970). 
The pigeon ION is folded basically in an S-shape.    A major 
portion of the upper border is bent forward and downward, while 
the entire lower   border is bent backward and upward (McGlll et 
al., 1966a). 
The Optic Tectum and its Afferent Retinal Projection 
The ION of the pigeon receives its only known afferents 
from the ipsilateral optic tectum (Cowan & Powell, 1963; McGlll, 
196*1; McGlll et al., 1966a; Wallenberg, 1898).    The avlan optic 
tecta, considered to be the functional analogues of the manrallan 
superior colllcull, are the prlnary temiratlon areas of retinal 
ganglion cells, althou#i there are also retinal projections to a 
number of thalamic nuclei. Optic nerve fibers In pigeons cross 
completely at the optic chiasma, and those projecting to the optic 
tecturn form the outer layer of the tecturn, the stratum optlcum, 
but terminate in the adjacent deeper layer, the stratum griseum 
et fibrosum superflclale (Cowan et al., 1961). TJ>e pigeon optic 
tectum actually consists of five primary layers. Adjacent to the 
stratum griseum et fibrosum superflclale is the stratum grlse\*n 
centrale, with the deeper layers being the stratum album centrale 
and sub3tantia grisea et flbrosa perlventrlcularls, in that order 
(Karten & Hodos, 1967). 
The optic tectum of the pigeon is topographically organized 
with respect to the retina and, thus, the visual field. As can be 
seen from Figure 2, the upper half of the visual field (I.e., the 
lower retinal quadrants) Is represented on the dorsal portion of 
the tectum, the lower half of the visual field (i.e., the upper 
retinal quadrants) on the ventral portion. Further, the posterior 
half of the visual field (or, nasal retinal quadrants) is repre- 
sented on the posterior portion of the tectum, the anterior half 
of the visual field (or, temporal retinal quadrants) on the 
anterior portion (McGill, 196*4; McGill et al., 1966a). This 
organization is consistent with that found electrophyslologically 
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FIGURE 2. DRAWINGS SHOWX'JG THE TOPOGRAPHICAL ORGANIZATION 
OF THE OPTIC TECTUM AM) ION WITH RESPECT TO THE 
VISUAL FIELD 
The figure Is adapted, In part, from McGlll, Powell, 
and Cowan (1966b). The diagram shows that the upper 
quadrants of the visual field are represented on the 
dorsal quadrants of the optic tectum, the anterior 
quadrants of the visual field on the anterior quad- 
rants of the tectum. The dorsal quadrants of the 
optic tectum project, in turn, to the ventral quad- 
rants of the ION, the anterior quadrants of the 
tectum to the medial quadrants of the ION. Finally, 
the dorsal quadrants of the ION are related to the 
inferior quadrants of the visual field, the medial 
quadrants of the ION to the anterior quadrants of the 
visual field. 
See list of abbreviations, Table I. 
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POSL 
right 
visual field 
sup. 
ant. 
left ION 
dor. 
post. 
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by Hamdl and Whitterldge (19W and T&rpley (1976); in both 
studies the fovea, which 13 located Just slightly ventral and 
temporal to the center of the eye and server, the lateral visual 
field, was reported to be represented on the lateral aspect of the 
tectum. There Is another area of high cell density, called the 
red field, In the upper portion of the tenporal retina (Gallfret, 
1968). This zone would appear to serve the lower portion of the 
anterior visual field. 
The Tectal Projection to the ION 
The afferents from the pigeon optic tectum project to the 
ION via a rather well-defined pathway called the tecto-l3thmal 
tract (TTT) (Cowan & Powell, 1963; McGlll et al., 1966a; Wallenberg, 
I898). There appears to be a direct connection between the retinal 
input to the optic tectum and the cells of origin of the TTT, as 
McGill et al. (1966a) found that superficial lesions of the optic 
tectum which extended no deeper than the stratum griseum et 
fibrosum superficlale produced terminal degeneration in the ION. 
Electrophyslologlcal data also support the existence of a direct 
connection (Holden, 1968a, 1968b), as well as the existence of a 
more complex, indirect connection (Holden, 1968b). 
The retlnotopic organization of the pigeon optic tectum la 
preserved In the projection of the TTT upon the ION (Figure 2). 
The dorsal half of the tectum projects to the ventral half of the 
ION, the anterior half of the tectum to the medial ION. The 
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retina Is, thus, secondarily represented on the ION In such a way 
that the upper half of the visual field Is represented on the 
ventral portion of the ION, the anterior half of the visual field 
on the medial portion (McGlll, 196*4; McGlll et al., 1966a). This 
organization Is consistent with that found clectrophy3lologically 
by Holden and Powell (1972) who further reported that, while the 
Inferior visual field was represented on the body and "anterior 
limb" of the pigeon ION, the representation of the superior visual 
field was confined to the "posterior limb" and thus occupied a 
much smaller portion of the ION. Holden and Powell (1972) also 
reported that the representation of the anterior inferior quad- 
rant of the visual field was greater than that of the posterior 
Inferior quadrant, and that of the central portion of the anterior 
Inferior quadrant was greater than that of the peripheral 
portion. Such a representation of the pigeon's visual field 
suggests that the ION may have a role In the guidance of pecking, 
since the tip of the beak lies In the central portion of the 
anterior inferior quadrant. 
The Centrifugal Projection to the Retina 
The axons of the ION cells of the pigeon form a fibrous 
capsule about the ION (Cowan, 1970). These fibers emerge from 
the ION at the anterior end to form the IOT. Por about the next 
0.10 mm, the course of the fibers Is ventrolateral, after which 
it becomes dorsal. At a point approximately 0.25 mm anterior to 
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the ION, the well-defined 107 13 located along the medial edge of 
the optic tectum, very close to the cerebellum (Figure lb). 
Lateral to the TOT there Is the nucleus lntercolllcularl3 (ICo); 
ventral Is the radix mesencephallcu3 nervl trlgemlnl, bordered 
medially and ventrally by the substantla grlsea centralls (Karten 
& Hodos, 1967). 
Ventrolateral to the IOT, 0.25 rrm further anterior, Is the 
nucleus mesencephallcus lateralls, pars dorsalIs, separated from 
the IOT by the ICo. Ventrocnedlal to the IOT, beginning 0.25 rim 
further forward, lies the tectal corrmlssure (TC) (Figure lc). 
The forebraln lies doraal to the centrifugal pathway beginning 
about 0.50 run further anterior (Figure Id). Forward an additional 
0.50 rrm, the posterior commissure lies ventromedial to the 
centrifugal pathway but is separated from It by the TC, which 
there borders the IOT ventrally and medially (Figure le). Ap- 
proximately 0.25 rrm further forward, the nucleus tractus septo- 
mesencephallci and the area pretectails border the IOT medially 
(Figure If) (Karten & Hodos, 1967). 
Further anterior the IOT and optic tract Join. The 
centrifugal fibers initially appear as a fairly compact bundle 
along the medJil aspect of the optic tract, although Just forward 
the bundle is more laterally situated in the optic tract. Just 
posterior to the optic chiasma, most of the centrifugal fibers 
lie along the dorsal aspect of the optic tract while some are 
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located at the extreme ventrolateral margin of the tract. Just 
anterior to the chiacma, the centrifugal fibers are a fairly com- 
pact bundle in the rrvxilal third of the cor.tralateral optic nerve; 
further forward the bundle lies at the dor-solateral aspect of the 
nerve. Just posterior to the optic nerve head, the centrifugal 
fibers are spread across the entire width of the nerve (Cowan 4 
Powell, 1963). 
Centrifugal fiber terminals are distributed across the entire 
expanse of the pigeon retina (Cajal, 1911; Cowan i Powell, 1963; 
Dogiel, 1895; Dowllng & Cowan, 1966; Maturana & Frenk, 1965). 
However, Maturana and Frenk (1965) found the centrifugal fiber 
endings to be evenly distributed across the retina, while Dogiel 
(1895) and Dowllng and Cowan (1966) found the number of endings to 
be markedly reduced in the periphery. 
The ION of the pigeon projects to the retina in such a way 
that the dorsal half of the ION is related to the inferior half 
of the visual field, the medial half of the ION to the anterior 
half of the visual field (HcGlll, 196^; McGill, Powell, & Cowan, 
1966b) (Figure 2). Since the dorsal and medial halves of the ION 
are related, through the optic tectutn, to the inferior and 
anterior halves of the visual field, respectively, each retinal 
quadrant is reciprocally connected with that quadrant of the ION 
from which it receives the centrifugal lnnervatlon. 
Maturana and Frenk (1965) counted the nimber of centrifugal 
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fiber endings In a unit area of pigeon retina and estimated from 
that figure that the entire retina contains no fewer than 
100,000 centrifugal fiber terminals. Although most centrifugal 
fiber branching occurs in the retina Itself, a fair amount 
appears to take place In the nerve, as Cowan and Powell (1963) 
found the diameter of the centrifugal fibers to be smaller 
anterior to the optic chlasma than posterior to It. Cowan (1970) 
reported that there were about 12,000 fibers In the I0T at a 
point Just rostral to the origin of the IOT. While this could 
mean that some branching has already occurred, It Is also 
possible that the figure Is a more representative or 
accurate estimate of the number of cells in the pigeon ION. 
The ION of the pigeon ha3 been reported to send efferents 
to structures other than the retina. A few Investigators 
observed centrifugal fibers at the lateral geniculate nucleus 
but were unable to positively confirm the existence of synaptlc 
contacts there (Cowan 4 Powell, 1963; Wallenberg, 1898). It 13 
a problem to discriminate the degeneration of pretermimls from 
that of passage fibers. One team of Investigators did report the 
presence of preterminal degeneration in the lateral geniculate 
nucleus following ION lesions, but only In the diffuse cell area 
of the dorsal portion (Galifret, Conde-Courtlne, Reperant, & 
Servlere, 1971). Galifret et al. (1971) also reported some 
Instances of preterminal degeneration In the area pretectalls 
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diffusus; the lnve3tlgator3 felt that the nucleus ventrolateralla 
thalaml might also contain lsthno-optlc pretenrJnal3. 
Centrifugal Fiber Termination In the Rotlna 
The centrifugal flbero tc the pigeon retina have been found 
to terminate primarily near the Junction of the Inner nuclear and 
Inner plexlform layers of the retina (Cajal, 1911; Cowan & Powell, 
1963; Doglel, 1895; Dowllng 4 Cowan, 1966; Maturana & Frenk, 
1965). Three basic types of centrifugal fiber endings have been 
described; perlcellular nest, basal, and deep. All Investiga- 
tors observed the first type of centrifugal fiber which, after 
breaking up Into several branches, terminated by forming a 
"perlcellular nest" around the scma of an amacrlne cell. 
Maturana and Frenk (1965) also found some centrifugal fiber 
branches which originated In the nests themselves and terminated 
on the same nest or on one to three neighboring cells. 
Most Investigators observed the second type of centrifugal 
fiber which, after breaking up into several branches which ran 
along the inner nuclear-inner plexlform boundary, terminated on 
the basal portion of one or more amacrlnes (Cajal, 1911; Doglel, 
1895; Dowllng & Cowan, 1966; Maturana & Frenk, 1965). Cajal 
(1911) observed the perlcellular nest type ending most frequent- 
ly, Dowllng and Cowan (1966), the basal type ending. The basal 
type ending had appeared most frequently In an earlier 
Investigation by Cajal (1889) of the finch retina. 
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Cajal (1911) and Dowllng and Cowan (1966) observed the third 
mode of centrifugal Tiber termination, characterised by fibers 
which ascended to an unspecified ending deep In the anacrlne cell 
layer. 
Aside from Cowan and Powell (1963), who observed only the 
perlcellular nest type ending, all Investigators agreed that the 
amacrlnes cells upon which nests were found were different in 
appearance from those upon which the basal type endings were 
found. The investigators did not agree, however, as to the type 
of amacrlne associated with each of the modes of termination; 
both Cowan (1970) and Rodleck (1973) compared the results of the 
Investigations. Cajal (1911) and Dowllng and Cowan (1966) agreed 
that the amacrlnes associated with the deep type ending were dis- 
tinctly different In appearance from those associated with the 
basal type ending. 
Maturana and Frenk (1965) found centrifugal fiber endings on 
the basal portion of displaced ganglion cells, while Dowllng and 
Cowan (1966) found no centrifugal fiber terminals on those cells. 
Morphologically, the IOT of the pigeon appears to be the 
efferent limb of a feedback loop to the retina. It is conceivable, 
then, that the centrifugal system of the pigeon functions as a 
fine tuning mechanism In the service of 3uch behaviors as pecking 
or visual tracking. 
Since the centrifugal fibers have largely been found to 
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terminate on amacrine cell3, a large proportion of which terminate 
on ganglion cells, many studies on the function of the centrifugal 
fiber system have focused on the gangl'.on cells and their response 
to centrifugal fiber Influences. 
Receptive Field Properties of Retiral Ganglion Cells 
While the role of the amacrine ceils In the pigeon retina 
has yet to be determined, the fact that there are more amacrlne- 
to-gangllon synapses than bipolar-to-ganglion ones (Dubln, 1970; 
Yazulla, 197*0 suggests that the amacrine cells are important. 
The pigeon retina also contains a large number of amacrlne-to- 
amacrlne connections as well as some amacrlne-to-bipolar 
contacts (Dubln, 1970; Yazulla, 197*0. The receptive fields of 
ganglion cells in the pigeon retina (Holden, 1969; Maturana, 
1962; Maturana & Frenk, 1963; Pearlman & Hughes, 1976a) have 
been reported to be more complex than those of vertebrates like 
the cat (Wlesel, i960) and the monkey (Hubel & Wiesel, i960). 
Since the cat and monkey retinas have lower ratios of amacrine- 
to-ganglion to bipolar-to-gangllon synapses than the pigeon 
(Dowling, 1968), amacrine cells may play a more significant 
functional role in increasing the conplexlty of ganglion cell 
receptive fields In the pigeon. 
Most ganglion cells described for the pigeon retina were 
reported to have a central region which responded both to the 
"on" and the "off" of a small spot of light (Holden, 1969; 
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Maturana, 1962; Pearlman St Hughes, 1976a). Surrounding the central 
region of all those cell In Poarlnan and Hughes* (1976a) 3tudy, 
and most of  those cells In Holden's (1$69) 3tudy, an Inhibitory 
zone was found. This zone produced no response when Illuminated 
alone but partially or totally suppressed the center response 
whenever both regions were Illuminated at the same time. The sur- 
rounds of the remaining ganglion cells in the Holden (1969) 
study gave "off" responses. Mo3t of the ganglion cells in each 
of the three investigations responded to moving 3tlmull. In each 
study, ganglion cells were found that responded optimally to a 
stimulus moving In a particular direction and not at all, or 
very weakly, to a stimulus moving in the opposite, or null, 
direction. Also described in each study were directlonally non- 
selective cells. Still other variations in retinal ganglion cell 
responses have been described by Maturana (1962), Maturana and 
Frenk (1963), and Pearlman and Hughes (1976a). 
Centrifugal Effects upon Retinal Ganglion Cells 
In attempts to determine the functional role of centrifugal 
fibers to the avian retina, the responses of retinal ganglion 
cells to light have been examined after both stimulation and 
cooling of the centrifugal system. These complementary approach- 
es have yielded essentially the same result: Overall ganglion cell 
responses were enhanced under centrifugal fiber influence. No 
ganglion cells responded directly to IOT stimulation. Gallfret 
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et al. (1971) found that the grcs3 optic tract response to a 
flash of light was enhanced when the pigeon ION was activated by 
electrical stimulation of the ION or the optic tectun. 
Ertchenkov, Gusselnlkov, and Zaborskls (1972) found that the 
responses of pigeon retinal ganglion cells to visual stimulation 
were enhanced when the IOT was electrically stimulated at the same 
time but the receptive field characteristics were unchanged. 
While all receptive field types Ertchenkov et al. (1972) tested 
were affected, cells with weak inhibitory fields were never 
affected. 
Response enhancement upon electrical stimulation of the IOT 
has been described for ganglion cells in the chicken retina 
(Miles, 1970, 1972a) which appear to be quite similar to those 
in the pigeon (Miles, 1972b). Miles (1970, 1972a) found that the 
effect of IOT stimulation on the ganglion cell response to a 
small spot of light was slight, while the effect on the response 
to a large spot of light was fairly dramatic. Large spots of 
light which normally gave rise to little or no firing because of 
surround inhibition elicited vigorous firing when stimulus 
presentation was combined with IOT stimulation. Stimulation of 
the IOT usually appeared to suppress the Inhibitory surround 
(dlslnhibltlon), as responses In most instances were enhanced 
only when a centered spot of light and annulus of light were 
presented together In the visual field. Occasionally, IOT 
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stimulation seemed to facilitate the center response; In these 
cases, responses were enhanced only during the presentation of the 
centered spot of light. 
Miles (197^) attempted to examine the effects of a revers- 
ible cold block of the IOT on ganglion cell responses. Probably 
for technical reasons, he was usually unable to find any clear 
cut effects; however, in four cells whose responses to large spots 
of light were enhanced by the prior passage of a visual stimulus, 
cooling the IOT abolished the enhancement. In a more successful 
attempt to eliminate centrifugal effects, Pearlman and Hughes 
(1976b) examined ganglion cell responses upon ccoling the ION 
of the pigeon. They found that, during cooling, mo3t retinal units 
produced fewer action potentials to any given stimulus; in 
addition, the receptive field center of many of the affected 
ganglion cells decreased in size. Similar to the finding of 
Ertchenkov et al. (1972) with stimulation, cooling was found to 
leave basic receptive field properties unaltered. However, 
contrary to the finding of Ertchenkov et al. (1972), cells with 
both weak and strong Inhibitory surrounds were affected in the 
same manner, with no direct correlation between strength of 
surround and magnitude of effect. 
The fact that retinal sensitivity appears to be increased 
under the influence of the centrifugal fiber system ia in keeping 
with the notion that the system acts as a fine tuning device far 
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visually guided behavior. For example, with pecking, a bird 
would be able to peck more accurately at an object he could see 
more clearly. 
Receptive Field Properties of ION Cells 
The properties of ION cell receptive fleld3 were determined 
in efforts to Identify the circumstances under which the centrif- 
ugal fibers might confer their effects upon the retina (Holden, 
1970; Holden i Powell, 1972; Miles, 1971, 1972d). Miles (1970) 
had reported that there was little activity in the chicken ION 
in the absence of visual stimulation, suggesting that the ION does 
not have a tonic influence on the retina. The receptive field 
centers of cells in these studies ranged from 5 to 20 In extent, 
most being of the on-off type and having purely inhibitory 
surrounds. Holden and Powell (1972) reported that inhibitory 
surrounds were wide, each being effective over at least ^0 to 50 
percent of a pigeon's visual field; ION cells were silent upon 
uniform Illumination of the visual field. Cells in the Holden and 
Powell (1972) study responded optimally to stimuli 1° or 2° in 
diameter. 
All cells In these investigations responded vigorously to 
moving targets, often, Holden (1970) reported, at a lower thres- 
hold than for stationary targets. Such a property would be 
expected if the ION has a role in such behaviors as pecking or 
visual tracking; in the former case, objects in the environment 
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move across the retina as the head moves backward just prior to 
the forward movement of  the repeated peck. Holden and Powell 
(1972) found that the preferred velocity of meverent among cells 
In their study was between 5 and 30 /3ec, and that mo3t cells 
showed little habltuatlon. One would not expect ION cell3 to 
show much habltuatlon If they are involved in such activities as 
visual tracking or pecking. Repetitive movements did incur 
severe habltuatlon In ION cells of the chicken; thl3 effect was 
both path- and velocity-specific, a change In either aspect 'usual- 
ly being able to restore the vigor of firing (Miles, 1971, 1972d). 
On the basis of'the response to the direction of stimulus 
movement, Holden and Powell (1972) divided the ION cells into 
three groups: "directionally non-selective cells," which 
responded equally to all directions of movement; "posterior 
minimum cells," which responded to all directions of movement, 
but unequally, the minimal response being to posteriorly moving 
stimuli; and, "directionally selective cells," which had distinct 
preferred and null directions. Holden (1970) had described 
basically the same three types of cells. In Holden and Powell's 
(1972) study, most "directlonally selective cells" preferred 
horizontal anterior motion, while the remaining cells of that 
type preferred either vertical upwards movement or oblique 
movement in the anterior-upwards or anterlor-downwards direction; 
posterior movement always produced a null response. The response 
of "posterior minimum cells" is actually a form of directional 
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selectivity. Ihe general preference a.Tong "lirectlonally selective 
cells" for anterior notion in consistent with a role in pecking, 
as object") in the envlronrvnt move forward across the retlria as the 
head Is drawn backward rricr to the executlcr. of the next peck. 
"Directionally selective cells" corprlsed a much snaller propor- 
tion of the Holden (1970) and Holden and Powell (1972) cell 
populations than did cells of the other two type3. Each type of 
ION cell can readily be derived from the convergence of tectal 
cells described for the pigeon (see Holden, 1969; l^rpley, 1976). 
Over half the cells of the chicken ION' which Miles (1971, 
1972d' examined showed strict directional selectivity (for 
forward movement), but only at certain target speeds (the 5 to 
50 /sec range). Miles (1971, 1972dj also found that advancing 
dark edges were much more effective than light ones. 
In the Holden (1970) and Holden and Powell (1972) studies, 
the latency of ION cell "on" firing to a 1° spot of light 
centered In the receptive field was 50 to 65 msec. With such a 
latency, ION cells, activated by the forward motion of the head, 
could conceivably sensitize the retina before the execution of 
the repeated peck. Adding to this latency the 2 to k  msec it 
takes an action potential to travel from the ION to optic nerve 
head (Holden, 1968c), and a few msec for passage across the 
retina, Holden and Powell (1972) figured that a target moving at 
o . 
20 /sec across the visual field would have moved only through 
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1.5 by the tine the amcrlncs could be influenced by the ION. 
Such timing would be expected If the Id!',  has a role lr. vlnual 
tracking.  Ir.traretlnal conduction was estimated at a few nsec 
because the iia.T*?ter of the centrifugal fibers In the pigeon 
retina Is large (Dowling & Cowan, 1966). 
Holden and Powell (1972) found that ION cells responded to 
radially moving stimuli as well as to tangentially moving ones, 
producing spikes to movement both toward and away from the eye. 
Similarly, they found that most ION cells responded to both an 
increase and a decrease in size of a spot of light centered In 
the receptive field. 
Effects of Lesions of the Centrifugal System on Behavior 
lb date there have been three behavioral 3tudles of the 
avian centrifugal system. The first of these, by Rogers and 
Miles (1972), arose out of the hypothesis of Miles (1972c) that 
centrifugal fibers act in a dynamic manner to aid in the 
detection of stimuli that are novel or difficult to discriminate. 
This "dynamic adaptation" hypothesis represented the integration 
of Miles' work on the nature of centrifugal effects upon the 
retina (Miles, 1970, 1972a with his work on the receptive field 
properties of ION cells (Miles, 1971, 1972d). According to that 
hypothesis, the centrifugal system of the normal animal acts to 
increase the sensitivity of regions of the retina recently thrown 
into shadow by searching gestures such as lowering the head 
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toward the (ground, thereby Increasing the ability of  the anlml 
to detect objects of Interest th^re, e.g., insoct3 In under- 
growth.  ~f such adaptation does oocur, It would aeerr. that one 
of the main concern of the centrifugal system In the sensory 
consequences of an animal's own movements (Mlle3, 197^-c . 
Research on the centrifugal components of other 3y3tens 
suggests that centrifugal activity In those systenc, too, 13 
intimately related to the sensory side effects of an animal'3 
movements. For example, Russell (1971) found that all voluntary 
movements of fish and amphibia were accompanied by centrifugal 
Inhibition of the lateral-line organs. Miles (197^) presented 
examples of several other systems, and argued that their 
centrifugal components function to prevent the sensory conse- 
quences of an animal's activities from disrupting the 
monitoring of the external environment. He contended that the 
centrifugal fibers to the avlan retina are concerned with more 
positive aspects of an animal's movements, such as aiding in the 
detection of objects of low discriminablllty. The suggestion 
that the centrifugal fibers to the avlan retina are involved in 
the visual guidance of pecking is consistent with Miles' 
contention. 
Rogers and Miles (1972) found that "lesioned eyes," I.e., 
ones contralateral to lesioned lsthmo-optic nuclei, responded 
less readily to a novel stimulus introduced in the posterior 
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visual  Held than did "3ha."-operated eyes."    Those  InvestIgatora 
also  found that,  while chlck3 with complete bilateral   ION lesions 
could dls<~rlni,nate s^eds   fron snail  pebblc3 almost an well  as 
non-leslonod birds when the ot„'?cts were  In the  light  areas of a 
checkerboard shadow pattern,  the lesloned birds performed poorly 
when the objects were in the dark areas.    The non-lesloned group 
Included normal,  sham-operated birds as well as untreated birds. 
These results appear to support Miles'   (1972c) hypothesis of 
dynamic adaptation.    The failure of birds with ION lesions to 
notice the novel stimulus may have resulted, however,  from the 
possibility that they were having a difficult time pecking at 
the grain on which they were feeding at the same time.    The fact 
that lesloned birds performed poorly In the dark areas of the 
checkerboard shadow pattern may be explained by a guidance dif- 
ficulty for the more difficult discriminative stimuli. 
An additional  finding in the checkerboard illumination test 
was that the pecking rate for the group of birds with ION lesions, 
either complete or incomplete bilateral, was much lower than that 
for the group of non-lesloned birds.    Such a finding supports the 
notion that the centrifugal  fibers are involved In the guidance 
of pecking.    Rogers and Miles  (1972)   Illustrated the damage for 
only one lesloned aniiral, so the extent of Involvement of struc- 
tures other than the ION is unclear for the group of lesloned 
animals. 
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In a study primarily   lesl^ed  to examine discrimination 
performance  following  lesions of the optic  tectur. and nuclei 
lsthml ,   thv   l3thrvx;ptic  r.-clei  of three pi?x*nns were  lesicned  tc 
provide a  control   for damage to the optic   lobe with nc damage to 
the optic  tectum (Hodos  1 Karten,   197*0.     (Birds with lesions 
largely confined to the nuclei   l3thml  had some damage to the 
tectal strata).    Of the "control" birds,  one had conplete 
bilateral  ION lesions, one had complete damage to one ION and 
almost conplete to the other, and the third had at most  30 percent 
damage to each.    The  "control" birds were  found to show perfect 
retention postoperatively for each of four discrimination 
problems, one intensity and three pattern;  all stimuli were 
suprathreshold in illumination and,  thus, not of low discrimina- 
billty. 
In the first of two experiments, Shortess and Klose  (1977) 
found that pigeons with IOT damage had higher log,-  latencies of 
response in a two-choice key pecking task (with suprathreshold 
stimuli)  than did birds with no IOT damage.    The effects persisted 
over the four postoperative days of testing while within each 
daily session there was a reduction in the log,n latency.    This 
result is consistent with the finding of Rogers and Wiles  (1972) 
for pecking rates and,  thus, also supports the notion of a 
visual guidance function.    In the second part of their first 
experiment, Shortess and Klose  (1977)  found no support for the 
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Idea suspected by iiernaridez-Fevin  (1955'  arid Bach-y-RlUi   (1^2) 
th.it  cor.trl r-.^vil   fltTr   [r. r^n^ml nay  function to  facilitate  thy* 
li.-.^r-ui'!:.»•• of  i:-:^l':'•.••!;.•   ;i:d ;■:' iv^lllvc  sti^ixli;   this 
r.ujt "*'--"   *•*?   ^r.cluri—-.   :f  "Irvivos  and 7h3rrr.cn  ( 1?7C)   that 
centrifugal   fibers are probably not  Involved In the habltuatlon 
to unimportant 3tlmull. 
In their second experiment, fhortess and Klose  (1977)  trained 
birds with and without  IOT damage to discriminate between 
vertical  and horizontal bars,  after which tltx? the stimulus key 
was progressively darkened with neutral  density  filters.     They 
found that birds with IOT damage had more difficulty discriminat- 
ing the low luminance targets than did the birds with no IOT 
damage.    This result appears to support Miles'   (197rc!  hypothesis 
of dynamic adaptation. 
As can be seen from the preceding review,  the data are 
consistent with the notion that the centrifugal system has a role 
in visual guidance.    The present experiment was designed to te3t 
this visual guidance hypothesis by comparing the accuracy of peck- 
ing a suprathreshold stimulus key  for pigeons with and without 
IOT lesions.    It was predicted that those with IOT lesions would 
be less accurate than those without such lesions. 
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ME7IHX) 
Subjects 
Thirteen experimentaliy naive White Cameaux pigeons 
(Columba    llvla'1,  obtained  from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant, 
Sumter, South Carolina, were used as subjects.    Prior to the 
experiment, birds were fed a ration containing chlortetracycllne 
for decontamination, as recommended by Amsteln, Cohen, and 
Meyer (196^).     Pigeons were approximately 11 weeks old at the 
beginning of the experiment.    Birds were housed individually 
and maintained below 85 percent of their free-feeding weights 
throughout the course of the experiment. 
Apparatus 
TYro different experimental chambers were used as It was 
believed that pecking styles would be more homogeneous if 
initial training had taken place in the one chamber, A, since 
its panel configuration was simpler in certain respects than 
that of the chamber designed to test the hypothesis, B. 
Chamber A was a standard operant conditioning chamber, 
with an experimental area ^9-3 cm x 35-8 cm x 39.8 cm (BRS- 
Forlnger).    The chamber was constructed of Formica-covered wood 
and painted white on the inside.    Subjects 3tood on stainless 
steel mesh.    The front wall of the experimental area was an 
aluminum panel containing four apertures:  three 2.5 cm in 
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diameter for the response keys, and one 5.7 en x U.5 cr, for the 
grain magazine (Yodel ".56IO; Ralph Gerbrands Co.).  The center oC 
each key aperture wan 10.? err, frcn tr>e celling, and 10.2 err, from 
the center cf the nearest key aperture;a). The riddle key aper- 
ture was located at the center of the upper portion of the panel, 
directly above the opening for the grain magazine; the centers of 
these apertures were 15-2 cm apart. 
The projection devices, the response keys, and the grain 
magazine were located behind the panel. Each stimulus was diffuse 
2 
white light (111.39 cd/m ) produced by a one plane digital 
display unit (Industrial Electronics Engineers, Inc.) which pro- 
jected the light emitted from a single 28v, 0.7A lamp onto a rear 
projection screen located 0.7 cm behind the translucent Plcxlglas 
response key. Only the middle and right keys were manipulated by 
the experimenter. A pigeon seldom, If ever, attempted to operate 
the left key. A force of 15 g was sufficient to activate an 
Illuminated key. The grain magazine was lit by a 28v, 0.7A lamp 
during reinforcement. 
The experimental area of chamber A was well ventilated, and 
was illuminated at all times by two 28v, 0.7A lamp3 mounted 
behind a strip of white opaque Plexiglas at the top of the panel. 
A white masking noise of approximately 70 db. re 20 /iN/m was 
present throughout each session. The chamber was wired to 
transistor circuitry (BRS/LVE) located in an adjoining room. 
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Chamber B had an experimental  area  30.8 en x   35-3 cm x 
33.9 cm (I/'high Vallev K.> "tron! :s^.     The  Interior and exterior 
walls of tlie chamber were mdo r<f aluminum,  with  foam rubber 
between.     The   ir.niie  :.? V.r  chamber -was  painted white.     Pigeons 
stood on stainless steel mesh.    The roof of chamber B was 
modified to include a 1';.5 cm x  13.0 cm Plexiglas window at the 
front of the experimental  space, over the area where pigeons 
stood as they pecked  for reinforcement.     Over the window was 
mounted a black-and-white video camera  (Model AVC3200;  Sony) 
connected to a half-inch videotape recorder (Model  36OO; Sony). 
The front wall of the experimental area was a two key 
aluminum panel  (Model  l'U-12;  Lehlgh Valley Electronics) modified 
as shown in Figure  3.    Surrounding the key which activated the 
grain magazine,   i.e.,  the "reinforcement" key  (K in Figure  3), was 
a "surround" key of black Flexiglas which recorded misplaced 
pecks.    A strip o? aluminum (P in Figure  3)  concealed the surrouud 
key mechanism. 
The projection device,  the reinforcement key,  the grain 
magazine and the noise generator were located behind the panel. 
The stimulus was diffuse white light  (71.95 cd/m ) produced by a 
one plane digital display unit which projected the light emitted 
from a 28v,  0.7A lamp onto the opaque strip of Plexlglas which 
functioned as the reinforcement key.    The luminance of the 
2 
surround key was approximately 11.99 cd/m .    The force required 
3" 
FIGURE   3.       DRAWING OF W. f-URROCM) KEY 
A two  (reinforcement)  key panel wan modified to 
Include one reinforcement key and a "surround key," 
I.e.,  a device which recorded pecks made around the 
perimeter of the reinforcement key. 
a. This 13 a drawing of the surround key mechanism, as 
viewed from above. 
b. This Is a drawing of the entire front wall of the 
experimental area of chamber B, as viewed  from 
Inside the experimental  area;   the surround key Is 
represented by the darkened area. 
A:  speaker for the noise generator; C:   contact; 
F:   fulcrum;  H:  opening to the grain magazine; 
K:  reinforcement key;  L:  house light;  P:coverplece for 
the surround key mechanism; S:  spring 
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to activate the re Ln fore erne:, t  Key was approximately  11  ?,,  that 
req ilre-1  Czr t'r.<^ r,o"T>,',jiJ key war.  'tpprcxlnat^ly ~  r~.     The fX*aLn 
manrLne war*   lit.  ty  a  .~5v,   ".7A  lamp  d-xi.ng reinforcement.     A 
white r»rkl:.,' n^lse cf a; p'oxLmateiy 75 it.   re rC/i!«'n'   was present 
throutfx>ut   each session  in chamber B. 
The experimental area of chamber B was well  ventilated.     A 
flourescont  lamp  (F8T5;  fylvanla) mounted behind a strip of white 
translucent plastic at the upper edge of the rear wall,  as well 
as a 28v,   0.7A  lamp  located at  the center of the panel above the 
aluminum ccverpiece   (I. Ln Figure  3),   illuminated  the experimental 
area at all   times.     The transistor circuitry   (BRS/LVE)   to which 
the chamber was wired was  located  in another section of the room. 
Procedure 
Chamber A was used  for the  first six days of training.     On 
Day  1,  pigeons were trained to eat  from the grain magazine after 
which they were trained to peck at the center key  for access  to 
food, by reinforcement of successive approximations.    The grain 
magazine was ln the raised position when animals were placed in 
the chamber on Day  1.    The center key only was illuminated,  except 
during reinforcement when it was dark for three sec.    Sessions on 
Day 1  terminated after 100 reinforcements; each bird obtained at 
least ^0 reinforcements automatically. 
Except on the days of surgery and recovery, birds had one 
session per day, seven days per week.    Sessions on Days 2 and 3 
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differed  from th^r.e on Day  1  only  lr. that  the i-xaln mgazino was 
in the  low-rod position when animals were placed  In the chamber. 
On Days  '',  5,  and 6,  the right  rather than the  center* key was 
illuminate.},  exec; t  i .ir'ir^- reinforcement when the right key was 
dark for three sec .    The grain magazine was   Lr'. the  lowered 
position when pigeons were placed  in the charier.    fissions on 
those and all   following days  terminated after 101  reinforcements. 
The remainder of the experimental  sessions took place  In 
chamber B.    The crain magazine was always  in the raised 
position when birds were placed in the chamber;  this constituted 
the  first reinforcement of a session.     All   reinforcements   follow- 
ing the first  in a session lasted 2.6 sec. 
Birds had  four sessions  In chamber B before a correction 
procedure was  intrxxiuced  in order to reduce surround key pecking 
rates.    On Day  11,  animals could not obtain reinforcement during 
the two sec  following the first surround key peck on any trial. 
The first peck which activated the reinforcement key after that 
delay period gave birds access to food.    On Day  12,  there was a 
two sec delay after each surround key peck made before the grain 
magazine was activated as an attempt to reduce surround key 
pecking rates  further.     However,   it was not until Day  13, when the 
reinforcement key became dark during the delay period following 
each surround key peck,  that substantial reductions in surround 
key pecking rates were effected. 
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If an animal made no more than 2b surround key pocks during 
each oT four consecutive session  ~\Clcr Day   12,  he was videotaped 
during his  next session.     Durlr.g a vid'^otaped  session,  there was 
no correction procedure  for surround key pecks.     I f an animal  made 
less than 26 surround key pecks during that videotaped session, 
his next session was videotaped.     If a pigeon made less  than 26 
3urround key pecks during that session,  surgery was performed on 
the following day.     If the number of surround key pecks exceeded 
25 during a preoperatlvc videotaped session,  the correction 
procedure of Day  13 was reIntroduced the  following day.     Four 
consecutive sessions with less  than 26 surround key pecks had to 
occur again before a session was videotaped.    Measures taken 
during an animal's two consecutive videotaped sessions with less 
than 26 surround key pecks constituted the preoperatlvc data  for 
the animal. 
Birds were randomly assigned to treatment groups, eight to 
the experimental and five to the control.    Lesions were attempted 
In the lsthmo-optlc  tracts In experlmentals or in the area Just 
dorsal  to each lsthmo-optic  tract in controls.    Both placements 
usually Involve damage to the cerebellum and optic tecta.    The 
experimenter doing the behavioral assessment was blind to this 
treatment.    An animal was not run on the day following surgery 
but was deprived of food on noon of that day.    Postoperative data 
for an animal were collected on the next two days; sessions on 
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those days wore also videotaped.     Pigeons were sacrificed two 
weekr or no re after mirr^ry ani  their brains examined hlstolop- 
1 ca 1 ly  fcir damage. 
Surgery 
Birds were anesthetized with a combination of ketamlne 
hydrochlorlde  (150 mg/kg) and Equl-Thecin  (1.50 mg/kg)   in dosages 
reduced by percentage reduction In free-feeding weight  (Karten 
i Hodos,  1967);   the dosage of Fqul-Thesln was  further reduced by 
25 percent.    Add'tlonal  Injections of ketamlne hydrochlorlde  (0.10- 
0.20    ml)    and/or    J-^qul-Thesln  (0.02-0.05 ml)  were administered 
as required.     All   chose  Injections were given In the pectoral 
muscle. 
The anesthetized animal was placed in a Kopf stereotaxlc 
instrument  (Model  120*4)  equipped with a Kopf beakholder.   Feath- 
ers were clipped and an incision made through the scalp from the 
region of the forebrain to the insertion of the neck musculature. 
The skin was retracted and the perlosteal connective tissue 
cleared away with a blunt edge.    The bone was then removed over 
the area of the lesions—the upper layers of bone with a dental 
drill,  the lower ones with fine-tipped forceps.    The dura wa3 
incised with a corneal knife. 
Lesions were placed with a radio-frequency leslor. generator 
(Model RFG-4; Radionics,  Inc.).    The active electrode was a 
commercial electrode with a thermistor at the tip.    During 
no 
leslon-rmklnr,,   the average temperature at  the therml.ntcr ranged 
from 60.?cj  to 60.75    c.    TVio current delivered at  th^  l^r-lon 
tenperatu>e rangrd  from 22  to '*5 mA;  the voltapr.- drop ranged 
from lUv  to greater than   3Cv.     7h^   indifferent  electrode wa.T 
attached  to the retractor at the  Incision. 
Le3lons were located according to the coordinate system of 
Karten and Hodos   (1967), with the medial-lateral  and dorsal- 
ventral  coordinates adjusted  for body weight.     The greater the 
free-feedlng weight,  the more medial  and ventral  a lesion was 
placed;  at most an adjustment of 0.10 mr, was made.     T.ero In 
Karten and Hodos'   (1967)  atlas  Is a point  located midway 
between the ears as the head tilts  foivard U5   .    The range of 
coordinates of experimental  lesions  In the present study were: 
7.^0 to 7.50 tin dorsal-ventral 
2.10 to 2.15 run medial-lateral 
3.00 rim anterior-posterior 
The range of coordinates of control lesions were: 
8.75 to 9.10 mm dorsal-ventral 
2.10 to 2.15 rim medial-lateral 
3.00 nm anterior-posterior 
After lesioriing,  the holes were sealed with Cranloplaatlc 
Cement  (Plastic Products Co.) and the scalp sutured.    Birds 
were given 0.33 ml Crystlclllin (procaine penicillin G)  in the 
thigh muscles and, after partial recovery,  returned to their 
11 
home cage3. 
Hlsto^r;,' 
Birds were anesthetized with lethal dosaros of EMul-Tnor>In 
(0.-5-O.i45 ml ;   and each perfused via  the  left  ventricle with  lBO ml 
of physiological  saline,   followed by  180 ml of 10 percent  formalin. 
Animals were lnmed lately decapitated and, after skin and beak were 
removed, heads were lrmersed In 10 percent  formalin.    Within 12 
hours the eyes and all muscle tissue were removed, after which the 
skulls were placed back  In the  formalin where they were allowed 
to harden for at  least seven days.     Brains were then dissected  from 
the skulls and Immersed in 50 ml of 10 percent  formalin to which 
5 g of granulated sugar had been added.    Brains soaked In that 
mixture  for a minimum of 2k hours. 
Brains were blocked at a rostral to caudal  cut at an angle 
80    to the horizontal plane established by the dorsal surface of 
the forebrain and cerebellum (Karten & Hodos,  1967).    Blocked 
brains were embedded in Tlssue-Tok O.C.T.  Compound (Ames) and 
placed in a mlcrotome-cryostat  (Model CTD;  International Equipment 
Co.) set at -18    C for 20 minutes, after which they were sliced 
into transverse sections 40Am thick.    Sections were placed 
serially In Ice cube trays filled with distilled water.    After be- 
ing dipped in a mixture of 250 ml distilled water and 25 drops 
Mayers Adhesive Albumen (Carolina Biological Supply Co.), sections 
were mounted alternately on slide to provide two series.    Sections 
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were dried for appoximately 13 hours on a 3llde warmer (Model 
IP-r^ij.c^j Flr.^T .\?l--nUf!c) ::ot a'. ^5° Z.     "no eerier, was then 
staln-xl v%lth a Nlscl mt<-rlal i-tain, 1Ye  other with a r^'elln 
stain (both from .'.klnner, 1971). 
Lesion damage was evaluated Independently by the experimenter 
and one other person, both of whom were blind to treatment of 
particular animals. Any small differences In evaluation were re- 
solved by reexamlnatlon and discussion. 
Data Analysis 
A 12 channel serial/parallel entry print-out counter (Model 
POC-112; BRS/LVE) provided records of surround key pecks from 
termination of reinforcement to termination of reinforcement. For 
each of the thirteen birds, the number of surround key pecks made 
during the bird's two preoperatlve sessions was subtracted from the 
number made during his two postoperative sessions and the 
difference ranked along with his total IOT damage; the Spearman 
rank correlation coefficient, r , (Siegel, 1956) was computed for 
those data. That coefficient was also computed for the ranking 
of total IOT damage with difference scores for the 13 birds for 
the number of trials with surround key pecks. 
The Mann Whitney U (Siegel, 1956) was computed for each of 
the two sets of difference scores; for that test, the experimental 
group included all birds with IOT or ION damage, while the control 
group included those with no IOT or ION damage. 
«3 
The videotapes of the two preoperatlve and two postoperative 
sessions were scored for total pecks, which included those pecks 
too short to activate either the reinforcement or surround key as 
well as those which did activate either key. The entire group of 
pecks was called "video" pecks. The experimenter was blind to 
treatment of particular animals while scoring the videotapes. The 
Mann Whitney U and Spearman r were computed for difference scores 
for both the number of video pecks per session and the number of 
trials with video pecks per session. The 100 pecks per session 
which activated the reinforcement key were excluded fron those 
analyses for ease of calculation. 
The amount of time from termination of one reinforcement to 
onset of the next was recorded for each trial in 0.2 sec units by 
the print-out counter. An unweighted means analysis of variance 
(Winer, 1962) for four factors was performed on the data for the 
second preoperatlve and first postoperative days: A(Groups of 
subjects) x B(Blocks of 20 trials within days) >. C(Days) x D(Sub- 
Jects). Blocks and Days were repeated measures. Each cell entry 
in the AxBxCxD table is the mean of the log  latencies for the 
appropriate block of 20 trials. 
All pre- and postoperative data are presented in the Appendi- 
ces. 
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RESULTS 
Histology 
Figure 'J characterises the lesions for all birds. While 
every bird In which exf>erinental lesions were attempted had 
some 1OT damage, complete bilateral 107 damage was definitely 
established for only one bird (12-^5). Bird 12-27 may have had 
complete bilateral IOT damage; It Is unclear whether or not a 
small part of one IOT, at most five percent, remained intact. 
Although control birds had damage to only the cerebellum and the 
optic tec turn, experimental birds typically had damage to a number 
of structures in addition to the IOT, cerebellum, and optic 
tectum. Table II summarizes the damage for each bird. 
Behavior 
No bird showed any obvious general motor or oculomotor 
deficits during the postoperative sessions. Also, all birds 
responded postoperatlvely with normal pupillary reactions to 
light level changes. 
There is a significant positive correlation between total 
amount of IOT damage for each of the 13 birds and the difference 
scores for number of surround key pecks, r = 0.58, N ■ 13, 
p_ *■  0.05, as well as between total IOT damage and the difference 
scores for number of trials with surround key pecks, r ■ 0.65, 
N = 13, p_ * 0.05. No correlation Involving video pecks Is 
^5 
FIGURE H.       DRAWINGS SHGWL'K LESION DAMAGE FDR EACH BIRD 
Lesion damage for each anlnal is shown In heavy 
black on a section representing an anterior level 
at or near the point of maximum lesion. 
Experimentals: 12-'«5, 12-27, 12-36, 12-29, 
12-31, 12-H7. 12-37, 12-*»8; 
Controls:     12-42, 12-1*6, 12-30, 12-10, 
12-M 
Cb: cerebellum; ICo: nucleus intercolllcularls; 
MLd: nucleus mesencephallcus lateralis, pars 
dorsal is; Rxjj/M: radix mesencephallcus nervl 
trlgeminl; TIO: isthmo-optlc tract 
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TABLE II.     LESION DAMA3E 
IOT Cb act RxVK I Co line DIV 
LR L R LR LR LR LR LR 
12-15             100  100 10 2  1 2 0 0 2 10 10 
12-27       95-100  100 2 2 01 00 01 00 00 
12-36            100    95 00 21 20 21 00 00 
12-29            100    60-70 11 20 20 10 00 10 
12-31         20-30  100 11 00 00 00 00 00 
12-17                 0 100 01 01 00 11 00 00 
12-37                 0  100 11 01 02 00 00 01 
12-18         10-20    10-15 11 00 00 00 00 00 
12-12                00 11 00 00 00 00 00 
12-16                 00 21 00 00 00 00 00 
12-30                 00 21 00 00 00 00 00 
12-10                00 10 00 00 00 00 00 
12-11                 00 11 00 00 00 00 00 
no damage 
slight (<10J) damage 
moderate (10-50J) damage 
possible damage 
L: left side of the brain 
R: right side of the brain 
Isthmo-optlc tract damage represented by actual percent 
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TABLE II.     (CCCTTD) 
12-15 
12-27 
12-36 
12-29 
12-31 
12-17 
12-37 
12-18 
12-12 
12-16 
12-30 
12-10 
12-11 
LLd MLd TC PC T5M AP SPC Fb 
L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R 
2 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 ? ? 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ? 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
no damage 
slight (<10X) damage 
moderate (10-50X) damage 
possible damage 
L: left side of the brain 
R: right side of the brain 
Isthmo-optic tract damage represented by actual percent 
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statistically significant (p_ > 0.05). 
The difference betwecr. the experimental and control  groups 
on the difference scorer,  for nunber of trials with surround key 
pecks  is marginally significant, r<ann Whitney U - 8.5, rt- 5, 
n_= 8, p_ <• 0.06, with the experimental group having made more 
surround key peck3 postoperatlvely as compared with preoperatlve- 
ly than did the control group. 
Analysis of the latency data shows that there 13 a 
significant main effect of blocks of trials, F CJ,^) » 4.61*, 
p_ <. 0.01, and days,  F (1,11)  = 10.83, p_ *  °-01-    :Jleai1 1O^\Q 
latencies were higher postoperatlvely than preoperatively; by 
far the greatest postoperative log,- latency elevation was for 
the first block of 20 trials, an effect which helped to produce 
a significant Blocks x Days Interaction, K C4,M) ■» 2.73, 
£ <- 0.05.    No F ratios Involving groups are statistically 
significant (p_ > 0.05). 
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DISCUSSION 
While a significant visual guidance deficit, did penult fror. 
tlK" lesions, It Is not clear that It was due to 177  damage. '-b3t 
binds with IOT lesions had damage to several 3tructurc3 not 
damaged In controls, with the total amount of IOT damage being 
correlated with the number of structures Involved. The absence In 
the present study of more birds with complete bilateral lesions 
also limits any conclusions. Thus, the question as to whether the 
centrifugal system has a role In this visual guidance task Is 
essentially unanswered, although results with surround key pecks 
are consistent with such a role. 
The lack, In this study, of any significant result involving 
video pecks gains some clarity upon close examination of the data. 
Surround key peck measures for a preoperative session were, for 
most birds, almost always considerably less than the respective 
measures for video pecks. Since the video peck measures were for 
two kinds of pecking—the kind which activated the surround key, as 
well as the kind which was too short to activate any key—it 
appears that with the normal animal short pecks fairly often pre- 
cede the peck which finally activates the grain magazine. Any 
short pecking caused by experimental lesions, then, would have had 
to be even more numerous or frequent to reach statistical 
significance. Of course, it is also possible that experimental 
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lesions only caused pecks to be displaced In the plane oV  the 
surround key. This right w^ll bf  the case If the present key 
pecking task actually Involved two mechanisms: (1) a short 
preparatory peck; and, (2) the actual guidance mechanism. 
The finding In the latency data of no significant difference 
between groups falls to replicate such effects reported by Roger;} 
and Miles (1972) and Shortess and Klose (1977). That suggests 
that there may be a task-specific aspect to those effects.  It 
is possible that birds In the present study relied much less on 
vision than In either of the other studies.  Rogers and Miles' 
(197?) task Involved the discrimination of seeds from small peb- 
bles. The motor pattern involved in getting from grain magazine 
to reinforcement key could be more firmly established on the basis 
of kinesthetic cues in the present single reinforcement key task 
than in Shortess and Klose*s (1977) two reinforcement key task. 
It would appear that any future attempt to test whether the 
centrifugal system has a role in visual guidance might employ the 
surround key approach, since a marginally significant difference 
between groups was obtained with a relatively small group of 
subjects. It is imperative that, in any future attempt, experi- 
mental and control groups be better matched in terms of the 
structures damaged. It is, however, very difficult to confine 
lesions to the IOT, or to produce entirely adequate controls. 
One may want to design the experimental group to include only 
9* 
smaller, partial IOT lesions 30 that any significant effect would 
have greater interprctability. The configuration of experimental 
lesions in the present study, however, does 3u£ye3t that a some- 
what moiv ventral placement In combination with a considerable 
reduction In lesion temperature might produce complete bilateral 
IOT lesions with little surrounding structure damage. It 13 
possible that under that circumstance the difference In visually 
guided performance between groups would be great. On the other 
hand if It were not, the role of the surround key structure in 
visual guidance should be evaluated. Perhaps the use of a match- 
to-sample task wherein each match key Is encircled by a surround 
key would cause responses to be more dependent on visual cues, 
particularly If the match had to be made within a limited amount 
of time. 
The suggestion that the centrifugal fibers to the avian 
retina have a role in visual guidance seems a reasonable one 
given what Is known about the fibers in the pigeon. The extent 
of the representation on the ION of the region of the visual field 
in which the tip of the beak resides is particularly supportive 
of the suggestion. The fact that objects move forward across the 
retina as the head is drawn backward Just prior to the execution 
of a peck coincides with the vigorous response of ION units to 
moving targets and the general preference among dlrectlonally 
selective units for anteriorly moving targets. In fact, If there 
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Is a preparatory mechanism as was suggested above,   its  function 
may be In whole or In part  to  Insure the activation of ION units 
as would occur between the   forward movements of the preparatory 
and actual  pecks.    The ap;vxrent   Increase  ir. retinal  sensitivity 
upon activation oV the centrifugal system may have the purpose 
of increasing pecking accuracy.     If this is the case, ?411cs' 
(1972c) notion that the centrifugal   fibers to the avlan retina 
arc concerned with the positive aspects of an animal's movements 
would be supported.    It may be, however,  that the increase in 
retinal  sensitivity  functions to compensate for the reduction in 
Illumination that objects often undergo due to the position of 
the head while pecking; centrifugal activity would still have the 
effect of increasing pecking accuracy.    This latter possibility is 
in keeping with the results of Rogers and Miles  (1972) and 
Shortess and Klose (1977) with low luminance targets. 
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APPENDIX A:  NUMBER OF SURROUND KEY PECKS FOR EACH BIRD FOR 
BOTH PREOPERATIVE KID BOTH POSTOPERATIVE SESSIONS 
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12-45 2 
12-27 24 
12-36 3 
12-29 11 
12-31 2 
12-47 6 
12-37 5 
12-48 15 
12-42 11 
12-46 2 
12-30 15 
12-40 3 
12-44 4 
Preop     Preop     Postop    Postop 
Session 1  Session 2  Session 1  Session 2 
4 6 27 
8 19 34 
4 4 2 
2 8 7 
4 0 6 
0 0 0 
5 4 3 
13 16 20 
16 3 4 
0 0 1 
0 5 2 
3 1 1 
18 10 31 
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APPENDIX B. NUMBER OF TRIALS WITH SURROUND KEY PECKS FOR EACH 
BIRD FOR BOTH PRE0PERA7IVE AND BOTH POSTOPERATIVE 
SESSIONS 
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Preop     Precp     Po3top    Po3top 
r<?r»slon 1  "ess ion 2  :^es3lon 1  Session 2 
12-15 2 1 6 20 
12-27 18 7 16 28 
12-36 3 3 1 2 
12-29 9 2 8 6 
12-31 2 1 0 6 
12-JJ7 3 0 0 0 
12-37 5 5 3 3 
12-18 9 9 8 12 
12-12 11 11 3 3 
12-16 2 0 0 1 
12-30 10 0 1 1 
12-10 3 3 1 1 
12-11 1 9 9 13 
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APPENDIX C.       NUMBER OF VIDEO PECKS MINUS  100 FOR EACH BIKD POR 
BOTO PREOPERATIVE AND BOTH POSTOPERATIVE SESSIONS 
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Preop     Preop     Po3top    Postop 
Sc33lon 1  Cession 2      .Session 1  Session 2 
12-15 13 101 169 133 
12-27 30 12 18 32 
12-36 11 8 21 22 
12-29 37 51 25 10 
12-31 32 28 15 58 
12-17 22 5 0 2 
12-37 26 30 49 23 
12-18 31 26 31 23 
12-12 12 9 7 18 
12-16 16 1 32 12 
12-30 21 1 17 7 
12-10 17 25 11 9 
12-41 12 17 12 11 
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APPD4DIX D.       NUMBER OF TRIALS WITH VIDEO PECKS    OTHER THAN THOSE 
WHICH ACTIVATED THE REINFORCEMENT KEY    FOR EACH BIRD 
FOR BOTH PREOPERATIVE AND BOTH POSTOPERATIVE SESSIONS 
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Preop Preop Postop Postop 
Session 1  Session 2  Session 1  Session 2 
12-45 21 59 92 80 
12-27 19 8 13 28 
12-36 11 8 17 15 
12-29 30 38 21 27 
12-31 23 21 14 3^ 
12-147 17 5 0 2 
12-37 22 29 ^0 22 
12-48 17 16 14 20 
12-42 11 8 7 17 
12-46 30 4 32 12 
12-30 13 4 9 5 
12-40 13 22 10 9 
12-44 11 13 25 23 
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APPENDIX E.  MEAN LOG  LATENCIES OF RESPONSE FOR BLOCKS OF 20 
TRIALS FOR BOTH PREOPERATIVE AND BOTH POSTOPERATIVE 
SESSIONS 
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Preoperative Session 1 
1-20   21-10   11-60   61-80   81-100 
12-^5 .80 .76 .80 .87 .87 
12-27 .77 .69 .70 .78 .71 
12-36 .15 .58 .56 .51 .19 
12-29 .56 • 31 .13 .39 .13 
12-31 .61 .61 .56 • 52 .61 
12-17 .55 .59 • 70 .61 .63 
12-37 .52 .37 .16 .11 .15 
12-18 .61 • 31 • 53 • 52 .13 
12-12 .26 
.15 .21 • 37 .56 
12-16 .52 .66 .76 .53 .17 
12-30 • 19 .57 .70 .61 .68 
12-10 .56 .11 .17 .57 .60 
12-11 .57 .11 .51 .53 • 53 
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Pivof•creative Tension 2* 
1-20 21-10 H-60 61-60 81-100 
12-15 .83 .93 • 91 .78 .86 
12-27 .76 .71 .65 .72 • 75 
12-36 • 51 .55 .57 .55 .55 
12-29 .35 .34 .26 .25 .40 
12-31 .60 .55 .56 .69 .70 
12-17 .58 .57 .52 .50 .60 
12-37 .61 .18 .54 .41 .43 
12-18 .61 .18 .13 • 35 • 33 
12-12 .36 .21 .26 • 43 .54 
12-16 .57 • 52 .52 .46 .51 
12-30 .52 .53 .53 .58 .61 
12-10 .56 • 54 .5^ .55 .65 
12-11 .61 .57 .54 .61 .53 
*This data used In the analysis of variance 
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Postoperative Session !• 
1-20        21-10        Ul-60        61-80        81-100 
12-15 1.06 .87 .90 .85 .83 
12-27 .68 .68 .65 .67 .73 
12-36 .75 .71 .68 .67 • 71 
12-29 .57 .15 .17 .61 .18 
12-31 .67 .62 .59 .61 .58 
12-17 .61 .62 • 57 .58 .57 
12-37 .60 • 32 • 32 .12 .16 
12-18 .75 .52 .16 .12 .16 
12-12 .56 .37 .12 .17 .11 
12-16 
.73 .68 .69 .66 .65 
12-30 .59 .58 .63 • 70 .65 
12-10 .62 .60 .56 .67 .75 
12-11 .89 .57 .66 .63 .57 
•This data used in the analysis of variance 
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Postoperative .".ess Ion 2 
1-20   21-110   11-60   61-60   81-100 
12-45 .80 .79 .79 .85 .86 
12-27 .75 .54 .68 .62 .74 
12-36 .77 .69 .71 .67 .64 
12-29 • 50 .46 
.3^ .41 .48 
12-31 .80 .70 .80 
.69 • 83 
12-47 .62 .55 • 51 .48 .58 
12-37 .40 .24 .32 • 30 .35 
12-48 .56 .50 .24 .40 • 30 
12-42 
.34 .27 • 30 .62 .58 
12-46 
.63 .58 .58 .57 .57 
12-30 
.55 .52 .55 .74 .57 
12-40 .48 .50 
.57 .61 .57 
12-44 .72 .56 .74 .68 .66 
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